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rate among children sent to the country to be nursed was lower. Haa-
way's biographer, who knew him personally, describes him as
... going fromoneworkhouse to another in the morning, and from one Member
of Parliament to another in the afternoon, for day after day, and year after
year, with steady and unwearied patience, enduring every rebuff, answering
every objection, and .accommodating himself to every humour for the fur-
therance of this beneficial design almost without assistance.69
A parliamentary committee was appointed in December 1766 to
inquire into the state of Parish Poor Infants. It examined the registers
kept under the Act of 1762, and its recommendations were embodied
in the important Act of 1767. This made compulsory the principles
adopted by the Foundling Hospital, and already practised by certain
wealthy and enlightened parishes - notably that of St James West-
minster which boarded out its children with carefully selected cottagers
on Wimbledon Common.70 All parish children under six were to be
sent out of London to be nursed - those under two at least five miles
from the Cities of London and Westminster, those under six at least
three miles. Nurses were to be paid at least 23, 6d. a week, and for
children over six at least .25. They were to have a reward of ios. for
rearing children sent to them under nine months old.
The effect of the Act was immediate. It is said that 'the poor called
it the Act for keeping children alive*.69 Howlett estimated that the
London burials were reduced by 2,240 in the first year, and that allow-
ing for the children who returned to London and died there, the annual
average reduction in the London burials was 2,ioo.71 This of course
was not pure gain,'as some of the children must have died in the villages
to which they were sent. In 1778 a parliamentary committee inquired
into the state of the infant poor and the working of the Act of 1767,
and found that it had produced 'very salutary effects'. They made
returns (from a few parishes only) which show a great reduction in
mortality from the earlier figures published by Hanway, and also show
that a greater proportion of children had been reclaimed by their
parents,* The figures probably reflect not only the improvement directly
due to the Act, and to administrative changes made by several parishes
under local Acts, but also the reduction in the consumption of gin.
The Act is a very important landmark; it also improved the position
* See Appendix IL

